ABOUT MFCC

MFCC is happy to announce that this year the SIGMA Congress is happening at MFCC! MFCC has recently been acquired by the Corinthia Group. This ownership gives the entity added credibility and the drive to continue to achieve its objectives within a business framework that completes the service product provided.

MFCC is Malta’s largest international conference and exhibition venue set in Ta’ Qali. It provides 7000m² of seamless space – a blank canvas – providing the opportunity for the creation of a multitude of event types. These range from state of the art Trade Shows, such as SIGMA to the organization of conferences, meetings, events and exhibitions both from a local and international perspective.

Apart from venue hire MFCC is equipped to provide services to the events industry. This resource is coupled with a human resource capacity that is creative and motivated to deliver high quality and up beat product, keeping up with industry trends and developments. Our in-house team of designers, and project managers are both innovative and interactive. Together they combine efforts to ensure that you, the client, get the best service.

SIGMA exhibitors are invited to use MFCC for the design and construction of stands. This year we are also launching a new profile stand setup system which you can see in this brochure, together with other stand build options provided by MFCC.
MBA WALLS

The clever connection: mila-wall® modular building technique is simple, creative and fast. Ready-made walls are assembled within minutes. Simply lift wall module slightly with lever roller, bring tongue and groove connection together, lower and the self-locking connection engages. With precision manufactured fittings, flush mounted and stable structures can be created. In addition, the slight seam between the walls can be covered with pre-primed tape, allowing the entire structure to be painted, resulting in no visible seams.

“Mila-wall® panels have allowed us great versatility and flexibility in our galleries. We have added them to our permanent galleries, we have used them for short, temporary exhibits, and longer term changing exhibits.”
HYBRID STANDS - TRUSS

A hybrid stand is set up with a truss system structure. The key to a successful exhibition is to present your company, your products and services in a unique and impactful manner: a truss system structure gives you the tools you need to make a winning presentation that is easy to assemble and disassemble. In addition, the modularity of a truss system gives you a flexible solution to the different size spaces and requirements you encounter at various exhibitions, fairs and shows. This type of stand is usually completed or covered with large format prints.

**CARPET COLOURS**
- black, blue, grey, red or any other available on request

**TRUSS DETAILS**
- aluminium, silver colour, square section (22mm or 30mm), different sizes + lengths
- particular shapes available on request
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STAND SIZE | 6 metres * 4 metres

STAND SIZE | 8 metres * 6 metres
GEO-GLOBE

The RS Globe is a spherical structure which is designed for brands looking to attract attention at events or brand activations. The globe is available in a variety of spans and is ideal for displaying branding or used as a unique base for lighting effects or projection mapping.

The RS Globe is extremely quick to install, and compact to transport making it a cost-effective and practical solution for brands and experiential agencies looking to create an unusual focal point for their events. Constructed using a steel system it has strong rigging capabilities, meaning creative possibilities are almost endless.
CUSTOMIZED STANDS

Customised stand set-ups are built from scratch according to your design specifications. MFCC is a specialist in handling customised exhibition stands and has been entrusted with projects starting from the development of concept phase, to design and the actually creation of the end product. We also build stands from an already existing design, keeping to the client's specifications and brand requirements. MFCC provides a large selection of materials and solutions including wooden and metal structures, trusses, carpeting, drapes and curtains, carpentry, gypsum, large format printing and signage. We also maintain a strong relationship with all suppliers to the industry, hence can outsource any specific item required by the client.
CARPETING

With a wide range of exhibition carpet colors we are sure we can fulfill your carpet flooring needs at every trade show you attend.
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PRINTING & ARTWORK DESIGN

In collaboration with our most trusted suppliers and in-house team we can help you design and print:

- Canvas
- Large format Posters
- PVC
- Signs and Banners
- Vinyl
- Vinyl print with lamination
- Fabric
- Roll-Ups
- Danglers

+ anything you can imagine...
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